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Presentation Notes
Hi Everyone! For those of you who don’t know me, I’m Jamie! I have been and RECE for 12 years. I am also registered with the Ontario teachers college. During this time I also earned my Certificate in American Sign Language at Conestoga College. Highly recommend the program - very eye opening!I am a mom of two busy, amazing littles, Raelynn 4 and Lincoln 2, and to a active golden doodle Meeko! I am  a wife to my wonderful husband Ryan who supports me through all my educations ventures. I became interested in ASL when I was 8 or 9. We use to go to my Aunt Shirley’s house often, and in her basement she had a sign language dictionary. I use to look through it and teach myself signs every time when went there. Fast forward to high school, I tutored my friends brother, he has autism and his mom used ASL with him. She introduced my to the program at Conestoga College and even gave my the first textbook needed. I started part time learning right then and there. As an educator, I use sign language in the rooms I have worked in and as a mom, I used sign while raising them, and still do to this day.



Are My Su nshine
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Presentation Notes
As I am sure all the educators here feel the same about missing singing in their rooms, as signing and song is a huge part of the early childhood world. I thought we could start with a song. I am going to teach you 4 signs to get you started with this song. Then we will go through and you can join in at the signs we learned.SunshineHappy GreyDearYou

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRuYTCfj7a8


ASL vs Baby Sign

ASL

“American sign language (ASL) is a visual 
language. With signing, the brain processes 
linguistic information through the eyes. The 
shape, placement, and movement of hands, as 
well as facial expressions and body movements, 
all play important parts in conveying information.”

National Association of the Deaf

Baby Sign

Who are these people and 
why are they on this 
presentation?!
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Great work everyone!We are going to hop right in!What is the difference between ASL and Baby Sign?ASL - is short for American Sign LanguageThe definition as told by the National Association of the deaf, but the take away is ASL is a language and Baby Sign, also known as Makaton. This is the use of using pointing, symbolic gestures and transparent signs, very basic.I know what you’re thinking - who are these people! What is their significance? Well, what fun would a presentation be without a brief history lesson?First we'll look back to the 1800s. This man is William Dwight Whitney. He was raised in deaf households began communicating at 6 months of age. Where babies raised in hearing households were still having tantrums and crying to communicateHe said in his findings that baby sign allows babies to communicate using hand signs, which require babies to use gross motor skills. These gross motor skills are much easier for babies to use then the skills required to talk. Did you know talking requires a lot of complex fine motor skills including making your vocal cords wiggle exactly 420 times per second!Now our journey with William stops here because, although he had interesting findings; he didn’t take his learning or research any further.I should point out his one major finding concluded that children from deaf families were communicating earners, had normal speaking trajectories and the signing actually helped them learn to speak. But more on that soon.Dr. Garcia discovered Mr. Whitney’s discovery of the children in deaf homes compared to the children in a hearing home. The difference… Dr. Garcia took it to the next step. He wrote his graduate thesis on Baby sign and began using it to teach children of hearing parents/guardians. This allowed these families to communicate easier with one another. Lastly, he began a company to teach others baby sign. His website is drjosephgarcia.comFinally, we arrive in the 1990s. Professor Linda Acredola and Professor Susan Goodwyn began teaching sign language by teaching Linda’s daughter formal signs.Throughout their years of studying:They conducted the first comprehensive baby sign language research. This included 103 eleven month old babies.What did they find out?They found out benefits included:Less frustration and a closer bondThese children learned to talk soonerThese children showed a larger speaking vocabularyTheir scores on IQ tests were significantly higherBecause of the worked they did, Baby sign began being pushed out into the mainstream.As we arrive in the 2000s; in 2002 PBS began running a tv series called Signing Time. It was hosted by Rachel Coleman. The production company is called Two Little Hands. There were 26 episodes in total that aired. You can now learn it from their website: sighingtime.com. This website also includes some free resources.Today baby sign is used by millions of families across the world. It is becoming an important part of many Early Childhood educator settings. 



Pros
- Practical

- Emotional 

- Cognitive
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PracticalFirst: Children, as we know, learn best and enjoy learning through play. It is important that you introduce signs playfully. This can be done in stories or even in a song as we did in the beginning.It is also practical because it gives children the ability to communicate their needs and wants. For example, a popular sign to learn/teach first is the sign for “more”. Introducing this sign at lunch or snack time will be beneficial for both the staff and the children; e.g “Do you want more food?”With my oldest, we worked a lot on feeling signs. One of the first signs she learned was “frustrated” and still when she gets frustrated sometimes, she will use this sign along with her words. EmotionalResearch has shown that signing with children, especially toddlers and babies, build closer bonds.For obvious reasons, it eliminates the guesswork of trying to figure out what the children wantYou can teach the signs for feelings, which allow children to start being able to recognize and name their feelings It allows for children to experience feelings of being proud, satisfied and accomplished as they learn new signs.Cognitive BenefitsThe psychological benefits include improved confidence and self-esteem. This stems from being able to successfully communicate needs and wantsThe child then gets excited that you understand what they are saying, this will motivate them to keep communicatingPromotes language skills - children who were taught baby sign begin understanding language and how it works before they are physically able to say what they are thinking.It promotes Language development - Simultaneous presentation of words visually, kinesthetically and orally enhances a child’s language development



Cons
- Consistency 

- Time 

- Frustration
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ConsistencyYou need to be consistent. The children will not pick up the signs overnight; or at all if you only do it with them once in a while.Repetition is keyTimeIt takes plenty of time, as mentioned, before this will not happen overnight and repetition is key. Be willing to spend time on this.FrustrationWhile a benefit is to eliminate frustration; it is possible it may cause  frustrations. Signing to others who don’t understand put the children back to square one of the frustrations. Also, it is common for educators, or whomever is teaching the children sign, to get too excited and try and teach too many signs of once. Information overload. This will also cause frustration for both the educator and the children.



True or False
1. Speech Delay

1. Young Babies Can’t Learn Sign

1. Bilingual
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Let’s play a game! True or False!I’ll teach you the signs for Wrong and True; then I will ask you a question and I want you to show me if you believe it is true or false.Signing causes speech delays.The contrary is true experiments and research have shown speaking occurs sooner compared to the non-signing peers. It is also proven that children of signing backgrounds tend to have larger vocabularies and understand more words by the age of 2. Makaton which is defined as a way for people to communicate, who cannot speak efficiently. It is based out of the UK; and is another name for ‘baby sign’ so to speak. It is not meant to support spoken language and nobel a language by itself. This is actually used to get people, including children; who are non-verbal to communicate. This includes but is not limited to children with specific language impairments, down syndrome, Autism Spectrum, Dyslexia and Children with English as a 2nd language. It gives children without a way of communicating verbally a voice. Young babies can’t learn signBabies are extremely capable of learning many things. They are like a sponge, absorbing information from all around them. Experts say to begin teaching sign between 4-6 months. However, that is just an estimate and you can teach sign at any age.Learning Baby Sign will make me;l and the child(ren) bilingual. American sign language is a lot more than just hand shapes and signs; it is actually based on French and has its entirely own set of grammar rules. As well, as a whole lexicon of abstract signs, not at all close to the English Language.Calling it baby sign is misleading as it is symbolic gestures and transparent signs  based on the language but definitely not the language itself.



Muscle Development
Muscles used for signing are developed faster than the muscles used for speech.

Motor Skills

- Palmar hand grasp begins at newborn
- Controlling hands and feet at three months
- Grasping blocks at five months

Language Skills

- M
Babbles around six to nine months
aking vowel sounds around four months

-
- Imitating sounds around nine to twelve months

Perform 
First Sign:

8 months

Say First 
Word:

12 months
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The part of the brain used for speech develops slower than the part of the brain used for sign language. The left hemisphere deemed as the verbal hemisphere. Sign language uses the right hemisphere, which is deemed responsible for spatial tasks. Although research has found overlap between  the right and left hemisphere in both spoken and signed language. A breakdown of skills used in signing, and a break down of skills used in language.



Where to Begin
What Age:    4-6 Months

Four Principals:

1) Fun
2) Repetitive
3) Encouraging
4) Expand
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Begin by introducing simple signs around 4-6 months of age. You can do this with children older, not to worry there is no harm at starting at any age.Researchers say wait until between 4-6 months because that's when babies are able to hold their gaze for a couple of minutes.The four principles of beginning to teach signs are as followsKeep it fun, playful and focusedIt must be repetitive. Allow it to happen naturally throughout daily routines. This is the easiest way to keep it consistent and repetitive. Be encouraging; offer your praise and attention while teaching signsExpand the vocabulary you teach as the baby/child’s interest grows. For example start with more during snack time, then teach all done when they are finished eating. Once those two signs become natural to the child, teach food for them to sign before hand.



Introducing Signs
Three times you can perform signs:

1. Before The event you are trying to communicate

1. During the event you are trying to communicate

1. After the event you are trying to communicate
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For example “Food”Before you give the children foodWould you like some food?Sign foodDuring “Is that good food?” or “Are you eating food”Sign foodAfter “wow! You ate all the food.”Sign foodPRO Tips: Whenever you sign, speak the word that goes along with it. Go at the child’s pace. Set realistic expectations, keep the signs simple, make it interactive and stay positive.**Also, it is a great idea to incorporate signs while reading.



Stages of Sign
1) Imitation 

A normal part of a child’s development is to copy the gestures of 
the people around them 

1) Association 

The child will start to associate the sign with some concept. For 
example signing “more” during snack or lunch time

1) Com munication

When the child starts using the signs to communicate to you
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Baby-initiated signing - the baby will see something and make the sign, you need to respond by acknowledging the sign, signing back and saying the word



Baby Sign can be used to...
- Manage the children’s behaviour

- Keep children actively engaged

- Assist children in literacy development of phonics, reading and spelling

- Assist children in speech development

- Assist children in language development

- Prompt positive peer to peer com munication and interaction



10 Benefits of Baby Sign Language in Your Room
6. Provides more learning opportunities

1. Increases communication

7. Helps children with special needs integrate 
1. Decreases frustration Into your room more easily

8. Provides input in a visual way which is 
1. Builds imitation skills particularly well adapted for autistic 

learners

1. Builds social skills 
9. Increases sensitivity of all children to 
learners with special needs 

1. Increases interaction

10. Increases happiness and harmony in your room



Signs to Try
During Snack or Lunch

- Food
- Drink
- More
- All Done

Other Important Signs

- Listen
- Look at me
- Be quiet
- Sit down
- Stand up
- Line up
- Help
- Hurt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teach the four signs on the leftExplain that there is a resource that will be sent out for all the signs



Feeling SIgns
- Happy
- Sad
- Angry
- Frustrated
- Sick
- Silly
- Disappointed
- Love
- Scared
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Using signs to help children in identifying how they feel



Consistency Is Key
Talk to families

Send home resources

Explain the importance



Any Questions
Resource for you will be sent out

Want to contact me… Here’s how:

Miss.JamieRECE@gmail.com @missjamie_rece

mailto:Miss.JamieRECE@gmail.com
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